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ABSTRACT

Introduction: We describe a rare case of a patient with unilateral musculoskeletal manifestation of tuberculosis presented as bursitis of the left shoulder with rice bodies, without coexisting active tuberculosis or tuberculosis in the previous history.

Case Report: A 21 year old patient was examined, who complained of pain and swelling in the left shoulder for 2 years. MRI showed a large amount of rice bodies with joint effusion in the left shoulder with intact rotator cuff. The histological examination showed a tuberculosis-specific inflammatory response with giant cells and epithelioid granulomas. Arthroscopic debridement and removal of the loose bodies was done.

Conclusion: We report a unique case of tuberculous sub-deltoid bursitis with rice bodies formation in absence of any other concomitant focus of tuberculous infection, managed with arthroscopic debridement and anti-tuberculous regimen with a long follow up of twelve months.
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INTRODUCTION

Rice body formation is commonly observed in the joint and tendon sheaths among patients with rheumatoid arthritis1,2 however only a few cases with rice bodies in sub-deltoid bursa of tubercular origin have been mentioned in the literature.3,4 There are very few reports5 about the arthroscopic management of cases with rice bodies in sub deltoid bursa with a long term follow up. The authors report the rare case of a patient with musculoskeletal manifestation of tuberculosis presented as bursitis of the left shoulder with rice bodies without coexisting active tuberculosis or tuberculosis in the previous history managed with arthroscopic debridement with follow up of one year.
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CASE REPORT

A 23 years young male with 2 years history of diffuse swelling of left shoulder was examined (Non dominant side). He was an athlete. Pain was gradual in onset. The pain was not aggravated by activities of daily living but terminal rotations were painful. There was no history of constitutional symptoms. There was no history of tuberculosis or any other major illness in the past.

He was a febrile with vital parameter within normal limits. There were no signs of acute or chronic inflammation. There was diffuse swelling over the shoulder. No point tenderness was elicited; external and internal rotations of the shoulder were terminally restricted.

The WBC count was 7,800/cmm. With lymphocytes being 39%, His ESR (erythrocyte Sedimentation Rate) was raised (68mm). C-reactive protein study was positive. Rheumatoid factor and HIV studies were negative.
Radiograph showed no abnormality of the humeral head. Chest x-ray did not show any evidence of healed primary lesion. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans figure 1 & 2 showed moderate joint effusions with multiple loose bodies on T2 weighted image & signal changes of humeral head near the synovial reflection along posterior aspect. The T1 weighted images showed homogenous images. The patient underwent arthroscopic debridement figure 3 for removal of loose bodies some of which were attached to the synovium. The loose bodies resembled rice bodies ranging from 3 to 10 mm length figure 4.

Figure 1. T2 fat suppressed coronal image showing intermediate intensity multiple rice bodies

Figure 2. T2 fat suppressed axial image showing intermediate intensity multiple rice bodies

Figure 3. Arthroscopic Image of Subdeltoid Rice Bodies

Figure 4. Rice Bodies gross anatomical presentation

Histo-pathological analysis confirmed caseous necrosis and Ziehl-Neelsen staining of the fluid from the bursa isolated mycobacterium tuberculosis. Microscopically they consisted of compact fibrous material; however the articular cartilage did not show evidence of tuberculosis.

The patient was treated with anti-tuberculosis medication for 12 months and he is disease free for the last 9 months after completion of ATT.

**DISCUSSION**

The formation of intra-articular rice bodies was first described in tuberculous arthritis. These nodules are a common finding in rheumatoid bursitis and arthritis; they are rare in other arthropathies. The pathogenesis of these rice bodies remains obscure. The main theories depict the origin of the rice bodies from the synovial fluid due to aggregation of the fibronectin/fibrin. A different theory proposes them to be of the synovial origin. The underlying disease condition leads
to micro infraction of the synovium which progresses to sloughing, and then the fibrin covering the infacted tissue as described by Cheung.8

The MRI findings in our patient revealed the rice bodies as intermediate intensity images on the T1 and T2 weighted images. They were better delineated on the T2 weighted images than T1 weighted images, on which they appeared homogenous. On arthroscopy they seemed attached to the synovial lining supporting the description of their origin by Cheung. Macroscopically they appeared similar to the rice bodies arising in rheumatoid arthritis. On microscopic analysis they were composed of fibrous tissue.

Tuberculous bursitis is always described secondary to some other primary focus of infection in the bone or the nearby joint.9 Tuberculous involvement have been described in the superficially situated bursa such as the olecranon and the pre-patellar bursa.10-12 History of trauma and direct transmission has been thought as the underlying cause. Hematogenous spread is proposed as the cause of deep seated bursa involvement13, for the hematogenous spread to occur there should be a primary focus of infection or a healed primary lesion in the lungs. In our patient there was no history of trauma and the chest x ray did not show any focus of infection.

So far very few studies have been published on sub-deltoid bursitis and its arthroscopic management with a long term follow-up. Jaovisidha et al4 has published a case series of 3 cases with subdeltoid bursitis. Alkalay et al3 has reported a case of patient with 30 year history of tuberculous subdeltoid bursitis. Kim et al5 reported a case with subdeltoid bursitis in a 41 year old woman.

CONCLUSION

We report a unique case of tuberculous subdeltoid bursitis with rice body formation in absence of any other concomitant focus of tuberculous infection, managed with arthroscopic debridement and anti-tuberculous regimen with a long follow up of twelve months.

Clinical Message

Possibility of tuberculosis of sub-deltoid bursa in absence of a primary focus should be ruled out.
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